Crafted
M A S L A N D C O N T R A C T. C O M

Crafted
Crafted celebrates skillful artistry and innovative
materials with an intentional focus on creating
products that work together in a holistic approach.
Abstract patterns, versatile colors and captivating
textures set a creative foundation to the space
while blending the incredible benefits of
ECONYL®, regenerated nylon and Sustaina™, a
non-PVC, non-polyurethane backing system.
As a result, this contemporary carpet tile collection
delivers a complete solution that redefines
the interior experience with a one-of-a-kind
sustainable application. It’s carpet tile that you can
feel good about specifying.

FOAM COLOR 01 CRISP & FROST COLOR 10 PINEY / STAGGER
ON COVER / FROST & FOAM / COLOR 01 CRISP / ASHLAR

F OAM

COLOR 10 PINEY / ASHLAR

F ROS T

COLOR 10 PINEY / HERRINGBONE

Foam exemplifies a design aesthetic that is
visually balanced with subtle patterning and
textural interest. Thus, making it an ideal flooring
choice for an array of interior environments.

FOAM / COLOR 01 CRISP / HERRINGBONE

Frost adds an impactful expression that energizes
an architectural setting by integrating broad
strokes of color and abundant texture. Therefore,
producing a sophisticated design statement.

FROST / COLOR 10 PINEY / ASHLAR

Crafted’s incredible
sustainability story.

SUSTAINA

™

Forget
PVC
V and
VC
polyurethane.
The Sustaina Backing System provides
a uniquely breathable cushioned
backing, free of all red-listed components.
It’s the perfect complement to Foam and Frost.

The beauty of ECONYL regenerated fiber.
®

It takes a radical regeneration and purification process
to turn waste into first quality carpet, and that’s exactly
how ECONYL® carpet fiber begins—by rescuing waste
nylon, such as old fishing nets, from our planet’s oceans
and discarded carpet destined for landfill. The reclaimed
nylon is cleaned, sorted, recycled back to its original
purity, and reborn as ECONYL® fiber.
Imagine, regenerated nylon that’s exactly the same as virgin
nylon. Beautiful, hard-wearing, and infinitely recyclable.
As well as being a solution on waste, ECONYL® regenerated
nylon is also better when it comes to climate change.
It reduces the global warming impact of nylon by up to
80% compared with the material from oil. For every square
yard of Crafted carpet made with ECONYL® fiber, you
save roughly 8.3 lb CO 2 eq emissions which is equal to
driving 20 miles in a car.

R E C YCLE

S U S TAI N

B R E ATH E

P E R FO R M

Combined with
ECONYL® fiber, Foam
and Frost are
constructed with

Planet-friendly
Sustaina contains
no PVC,
polyurethane
or any red-listed
components.

Sustaina’s unique
construction
makes it breathable,
allowing moisture
vapor to transfer
through the product.

All the
underfoot comfort,
appearance
retention and
sound insulating
characteristics
you’d expect
from high
performance
backing.

82 %
recycled content:

26 %

Post-Consumer

56 %
Pre-Consumer

Warranted up
to 99 % RH and pH
of 12 utilizing
Sustaina 99 adhesive.

F ROS T

An Essential Array Of Warm and Cool Hues
This well-balanced color palette is further enhanced through its fabrication which
infuses both matte and lustrous fibers to offer depth and visual interest with all the
added performance benefits of a solution dyed nylon.
SHOWN IN F O A M

SHOWN WITH / CALIBRÉ A5007 / CRISP 01 / MONOLITHIC

COLOR 01 CRISP

COLOR 02 STRONG

COLOR 03 HEAVY

COLOR 04 SMOOTH

COLOR 05 RICH

COLOR 06 EARTHY

COLOR 07 CREAMY

COLOR 08 SAVORY

COLOR 09 STIMULATING

COLOR 10 PINEY

COLOR 11 MALTY

COLOR 12 TOFFEE

For the most accurate color representation, please request a sample by contacting Customer
Service at 1-888-633-4770 or by visiting maslandcontract.com.

